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Essays in Economic Dynamics 1982 this book presents the applications of fractional calculus fractional operators of non integer orders and fractional
differential equations in describing economic dynamics with long memory generalizations of basic economic concepts notions and methods for the
economic processes with memory are suggested new micro and macroeconomic models with continuous time are proposed to describe the fractional
economic dynamics with long memory as well
Economic Dynamics 1970 the developments of economic theory in the 1950s served to pinpoint important underlying assumptions in the study of
market institutions the conflict between observed institutions and the benchmark interpretation became apparent this led to the introduction of new
equilibrium concepts the emphasis was on the possibilities to transfer purchasing power over time using spot markets involving assets or money this
advanced textbook focuses on the developments in the theory of incomplete markets and overlapping generations economies where income transfers
over time are restricted either by available assets or by the unfeasibility of contracts with unborn generations it bridges the gap between standard
textbooks on microeconomics and more advanced expositions contains diagrams examples and exercises
Economic Dynamics with Memory 2021-01-18 this book exposes the theory under the phenomenon of economic cycles and provides mathematical
tools for their quantitative description the approach allows to provide the stochastic description of the investment function to recover the income
function from gdp estimates and to propose the identification procedure for pseudo stationary models of economic cycles
Economic Dynamics 1973 the new science of chaos was discovered in the analysis of weather according to the author economics is equally
unpredictable this book explores the way in which chaos may be used for economic analysis the author applies the new insights of chaotic dynamics to
economics given the unpredictable behaviour of economies this new discipline promises much enlightenment it has always been assumed that the
highly irregular behaviour of economic time series was the consequence of extra economic disturbances such as political decisions trade unions the
weather and foreign trade now it has become clear that there can be patterns which explain this confusing behaviour capitalism as creative chaotic
evolution by structural change classical dynamics the corn economy the von neumann model as a chaotic attractor growing in short and long waves
the structural and dynamical instability of the modern economy an analysis of high and low growth rates irregular waves of growth from structural
innovation dynamical control of economic waves by fiscal policy a fresh look at traditional cycle models chaotic aperiodic behaviour from forced
oscillators further reading index
Economic dynamics: an introduction... 1957 the second edition of a rigorous and example driven introduction to topics in economic dynamics that
emphasizes techniques for modeling dynamic systems this text provides an introduction to the modern theory of economic dynamics with emphasis on
mathematical and computational techniques for modeling dynamic systems written to be both rigorous and engaging the book shows how sound
understanding of the underlying theory leads to effective algorithms for solving real world problems the material makes extensive use of programming
examples to illustrate ideas bringing to life the abstract concepts in the text key topics include algorithms and scientific computing simulation markov
models and dynamic programming part i introduces fundamentals and part ii covers more advanced material this second edition has been thoroughly
updated drawing on recent research in the field new for the second edition programming language agnostic presentation using pseudocode new
chapter 1 covering conceptual issues concerning markov chains such as ergodicity and stability new focus in chapter 2 on algorithms and techniques
for program design and high performance computing new focus on household problems rather than optimal growth in material on dynamic
programming solutions to many exercises code and other resources available on a supplementary website
Economic Dynamics 1973 a unified comprehensive and up to date introduction to the analytical and numerical tools for solving dynamic economic
problems this book offers a unified comprehensive and up to date treatment of analytical and numerical tools for solving dynamic economic problems



the focus is on introducing recursive methods an important part of every economist s set of tools and readers will learn to apply recursive methods to a
variety of dynamic economic problems the book is notable for its combination of theoretical foundations and numerical methods each topic is first
described in theoretical terms with explicit definitions and rigorous proofs numerical methods and computer codes to implement these methods follow
drawing on the latest research the book covers such cutting edge topics as asset price bubbles recursive utility robust control policy analysis in
dynamic new keynesian models with the zero lower bound on interest rates and bayesian estimation of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium dsge
models the book first introduces the theory of dynamical systems and numerical methods for solving dynamical systems and then discusses the theory
and applications of dynamic optimization the book goes on to treat equilibrium analysis covering a variety of core macroeconomic models and such
additional topics as recursive utility increasingly used in finance and macroeconomics dynamic games and recursive contracts the book introduces
dynare a widely used software platform for handling a range of economic models readers will learn to use dynare for numerically solving dsge models
and performing bayesian estimation of dsge models mathematical appendixes present all the necessary mathematical concepts and results matlab
codes used to solve examples are indexed and downloadable from the book s website a solutions manual for students is available for sale from the mit
press a downloadable instructor s manual is available to qualified instructors
Economic Dynamics and General Equilibrium 2010-11-30 developing economies such as those in sub saharan africa are searching for realistic
economic policy prescriptions despite economic growth in countries like nigeria poverty and unemployment blight the lives of many in the midst of
plenty simultaneously much neo classical economic thought is being questioned against the backdrop of global economic meltdown giving rise to
inquiry about more integral approaches to sustainable development in an integral approach to development economics basheer oshodi examines
modernization theories dependency theories world system theories and emerging 21st century economic theories and links a neo modern mix of
economic thought with the practicalities of finance in parts of the world where poverty is rife in a specifically african setting over half of the population
are muslims oshodi considers islamic finance in the context of the triple heritage of indigenous culture westernized christianity and islam he argues
that the principles of islamic banking and finance can be integrated with other elements of that heritage focusing on meeting the challenges of poverty
and unemployment islamic finance is not just a religiously oriented sharia compliant alternative financial model it can contribute to overall socio
economic transformation and a wider people centred approach to economic development international organizations financial institutions reserve
banks policy makers donor agencies and students will find resonance in this valuable addition to gower s transformation and innovation series
Stochastic Dynamics of Economic Cycles 2020-10-12 outliers play an important though underestimated role in control engineering traditionally
they are unseen and neglected in opposition industrial practice gives frequent examples of their existence and their mostly negative impacts on the
control quality the origin of outliers is never fully known some of them are generated externally to the process exogenous like for instance erroneous
observations data corrupted by control systems or the effect of human intervention such outliers appear occasionally with some unknow probability
shifting real value often to some strange and nonsense value they are frequently called deviants anomalies or contaminants in most cases we are
interested in their detection and removal however there exists the second kind of outliers quite often strange looking data observations are not
artificial data occurrences they may be just representatives of the underlying generation mechanism being inseparable internal part of the process
endogenous outliers in such a case they are not wrong and should be treated with cautiousness as they may include important information about the
dynamic nature of the process as such they cannot be neglected nor simply removed the outlier should be detected labelled and suitably treated these
activities cannot be performed without proper analytical tools and modeling approaches there are dozens of methods proposed by scientists starting
from gaussian based statistical scoring up to data mining artificial intelligence tools the research presented in this book presents novel approach



incorporating non gaussian statistical tools and fractional calculus approach revealing new data analytics applied to this important and challenging task
the proposed book includes a collection of contributions addressing different yet cohesive subjects like dynamic modelling classical control advanced
control fractional calculus statistical analytics focused on an ultimate goal robust and outlier proof analysis all studied problems show that outliers play
an important role and classical methods in which outlier are not taken into account do not give good results applications from different engineering
areas are considered such as semiconductor process control and monitoring mimo peltier temperature control and health monitoring networked control
systems and etc
Chaotic Economic Dynamics 1990-11 fractional evolution equations provide a unifying framework to investigate wellposedness of complex systems
with fractional order derivatives this monograph presents the existence attractivity stability periodic solutions and control theory for time fractional
evolution equations the book contains an up to date and comprehensive stuff on the topic
Economic Dynamics, second edition 2022-08-16 this book is devoted to the existence and uniqueness results for various classes of problems with
periodic conditions all of the problems in this book deal with fractional differential equations and some fractional derivatives such as the riemann
liouville caputo and hilfer fractional derivatives classical fixed point theorems as well as the coincidence degree theory of mawhin are employed as
tools
Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time 2014-09-19 inclusive growth in australia overturns two decades of assumptions that social policy is wasteful
and a source of dependency it reflects a global resurgence of the understanding that an active and effective social policy regime is vital not only for a
flourishing society but also for a strong economy it explains this new paradigm of inclusive growth and shows how it can be implemented in australia
inclusive growth dismantles the idea that social development will automatically trickle down from untrammelled market based growth rather growth
must be managed so that it is employment centred broad based across sectors and with a social security system promoting sustainability and equality
of opportunity the editors argue that productivity is nearly everything when it comes to raising living standards so while social policies will be about
goals other than the economy they must demonstrate their compatibility with an economic growth strategy with contributions from leading national
and international experts in the field including marian baird grant belchamber gerald burke saul eslake roy green and peter whiteford inclusive growth
in australia shows that welfare state spending is as much an economic investment as a measure of social protection written for policy makers industry
and ngos as well as students inclusive growth in australia locates australian economic and social policy within the most important emergent themes
shaping international debate
Economic Dynamics 1997 the authors analyse the new economy from a scientific point of view the success and the failure of enterprises of the new
economy form a challenge to the modern business management and to the theory of the firm this conference transcript answers the question in which
way well established concepts of the theory of the firm should be modified or new approaches should be created in order to run enterprises of the new
economy successfully the discussion includes various fields of the theory of the firm and is therefore divided into the six essential disciplines of
economic research which are production and procurement finance marketing accounting human resource management and economic organization and
corporate governance the international orientation of the book addresses the world wide scientific community
Complex economic dynamics 1999 380 381
An Integral Approach to Development Economics 2014-02-28 the german economy entered a deep recession in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic
a strong government response has reinforced health system capacity while protecting jobs and firms the response to the crisis has included increases
in investment to meet structural challenges from the energy transition and digital transformation



Outliers in Control Engineering 2022-03-07 learning about entrepreneurship has major implications for the way we understand economic change and
progress at a time when governments all over the world look to entrepreneurship as a way to increase the wealth and well being of their countries the
dynamics of entrepreneurship examines the causes of differences in entrepreneurial propensity between individuals the factors that explain variations
in the type and quantity of entrepreneurship at the aggregate level and the macroeconomic implications of entrepreneurship using global
entrepreneurship monitor gem data the book brings together contributions from leading scholars to provide a comprehensive overview of current
scholarship on entrepreneurial activity discussed topics include entrepreneurial motivation gender and migration entrepreneurial financing urban
entrepreneurship growth oriented entrepreneurship economic growth and regional entrepreneurship policies the book concludes by summarizing its
contribution to existing literature with particular attention paid to the policy implications and the ongoing debate on entrepreneurship
Theory of Fractional Evolution Equations 2022-03-21 though a majority of commentators have admitted or naturally assumed that there were
many divergences amongst the pauline churches many tend to concentrate on similarities more than dissimilarities contra john m g barclay craig de
vos especially the previous scholarly treatments of divergences in the pauline churches have shed little light on certain areas of study in particular the
early christians socio economic status the thesis therefore underlines the conspicuous differences between the thessalonian and corinthian
congregations concerning their socio economic compositions social relationships and further social identities while extrapolating certain circles of
causality between them through socio economic and social scientific criticism this study concludes paul s teachings of grace community and ethics
were manifested and modified in different communities in different ways because of these different socio economic contexts
Fractional Differential Equations 2023-11-20 reforms are a necessary part of social and economic regulation each year political pressure for economic
reform becomes more prevalent especially from various international organizations and business associations economic reforms for global
competitiveness is an essential reference source for the latest scholarly research on important factors of modern countries social and economic
dynamics featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as human capital project management and fiscal reforms this book is ideally designed for
academicians researchers and students seeking the latest material on the role and impact of economic reforms
Inclusive Growth in Australia 2020-07-16 in this book the authors illustrate how social networks can play a very significant role in the technological
catch up process in moderate innovative countries using an innovative approach to the study of entrepreneurship in knowledge intensive sectors the
book analyses the role of social networks in the access and deployment of the variety of competences and resources required for the successful
creation of knowledge intensive companies which has not yet been studied sufficiently in this context
Modern Concepts of the Theory of the Firm 2013-03-09 imad moosa challenges convention with this comprehensive and compelling critique of
econometrics condemning the common practices of misapplied statistical methods in both economics and finance
Electricity markets and reforms in Europe 2012-05-14T00:00:00+02:00 a country s abundant natural resources may serve as a curse or a blessing with
the outcome often dependent on prevailing governance structures and experience managing these assets despite natural resource advantages many
african countries have failed to transform their enormous economic potential and wealth into tangible benefits such as sustainable socio economic
development human security or peace governance conflict and natural resources in africa reevaluates the role that foreign state owned and private
sector actors play in resource rich states whether stable post conflict or fragile in sub saharan africa through research and an analysis of in depth
interviews with local stakeholders in ghana sierra leone and ethiopia hany besada explains how foreign state owned and private sector corporations
have contributed to economic growth at both the national and local levels in different resource rich countries this book reveals the unique challenges
and opportunities created by these investors demonstrating that new policies in business practices and operations have the potential to generate



sustainable development and positive economic transformation governance conflict and natural resources in africa puts forward a novel framework for
understanding the role of private economic actors in extractive industries in africa and sheds new light on foreign private sector contributions to
capacity building and economic development
OECD Economic Surveys: Germany 2020 2020-12-08 this handbook of research is one of the few texts to combine open source software oss in public
and private sector activities into a single reference source it examines how the use of oss affects practices in society business government education
and law
The Dynamics of Entrepreneurship 2013-02-14 リーマン ショック以降急激に再注目される古典的名著の新訳 共同体的経済から自己調整的近代市場経済への枠組みの変転を描く 読みやすさに加え 訳注等も充実
A Tale of Two Churches 2021-09-07 this book explores the causes of rising income inequality within industrialised developing and emerging
economies the development of finance capitalism over the last 40 years is charted to highlight how the neoliberal restructuring of national and global
economies has driven income inequality with case studies from the usa south korea argentina and sweden a comparative analysis is presented to
reveal how financialisation facilitates uneven capital accumulation and generates conditions that increase income inequality this book aims to outline
an analytical framework for a financialisation induced income inequality nexus it will be relevant to students and researchers interested in the political
economy and financial economics
ePub - Proceedings of the 4th European Conference on on Intellectual Capital 2012 the problem of forecasting future values of economic and
physical processes the problem of restoring lost information cleaning signals or other data observations from noise is magnified in an information laden
word methods of stochastic processes estimation depend on two main factors the first factor is construction of a model of the process being
investigated the second factor is the available information about the structure of the process under consideration in this book we propose results of the
investigation of the problem of mean square optimal estimation extrapolation interpolation and filtering of linear functionals depending on unobserved
values of stochastic sequences and processes with periodically stationary and long memory multiplicative seasonal increments formulas for calculating
the mean square errors and the spectral characteristics of the optimal estimates of the functionals are derived in the case of spectral certainty where
spectral structure of the considered sequences and processes are exactly known in the case where spectral densities of the sequences and processes
are not known exactly while some sets of admissible spectral densities are given we apply the minimax robust method of estimation
Economic Reforms for Global Competitiveness 2017-09-13 energy policy has always been important to the population for stability and to advance
technological progress and economic growth the scope of energy discussions and concerns in the world have expanded significantly in the last several
decades in order to cope with accelerating pollution from fossil fuels countries have increased investments in renewable energy power plants however
the existing technology does not allow for the significant increase of the capacity of renewable energy facilities in a short period as a result in order to
maintain economic growth countries continue to be highly dependent on fossil fuels like oil natural gas and coal at the same time some countries start
to encounter such problems as depletion of their oil and natural gas resources the aim of this book is to analyze energy resources in the middle east
and eastern europe and relations between countries that appear as a result of new discoveries in this area
Social Networks, Innovation and the Knowledge Economy 2012-07-26 towards sustainable well being examines existing efforts and emerging
possibilities to improve upon gross domestic product as the dominant indicator of economic and social performance contributions from leading
international and canadian researchers in the field of beyond gdp measurement offer a rich range of perspectives on alternative ways to measure well
being and sustainability along with lessons from around the world on how to bring those metrics into the policy process key topics include the policy
and political impacts of major beyond gdp measurement initiatives the most promising possibilities and policy applications for beyond gdp



measurement key barriers to introducing beyond gdp metrics and complementary measures to ensure new measurements are not merely calculated
but taken into account in policymaking the book highlights a distinction between a reformist beyond gdp vision which seeks to improve policymaking
and quality of life within existing political and economic institutions and a transformative vision aiming for more fundamental change including a move
beyond economic growth illustrating the many advances that have occurred in canada and internationally towards sustainable well being proposes
next steps for both the reformist and transformative visions as well as possible common ground between them in the pursuit of sustainable well being
Econometrics as a Con Art 2017-07-28 this book explores the innovative workplaces namely coworking spaces and makerspaces that are emerging as
a consequence of digital innovations and the related development of the knowledge economy and society in the wake of deindustrialization drawing on
international and multidisciplinary research projects fresh insights are provided into current trends research methodologies actors location patterns
and effects and urban and regional policies and planning the aim is to cast light on all aspects of these new working and making spaces highlighting
their innovative geographies and the complexities of their nexus with urban and regional change processes from both the theoretical and the empirical
point of view the book includes multiple illuminating case studies from the advanced economies of north america and europe carefully selected for
their relevance to the topic under analysis this book is designed for an international audience comprising not only academicians but also policymakers
representatives of civil and entrepreneurial associations and business operators
Governance, Conflict, and Natural Resources in Africa 2021-04-22 the term infrastructure commonly refers to the partly naturally given partly
manmade constitutive conditions that affect enable and ensure our everyday lives this concept is generally used in an economic sense and highlights
the material and institutional facilities of our environment that can be summed up as the tangible means which our societies are based upon
consequently talking about intangible infrastructures may appear to be a somewhat unusual concept the term intangible includes areas of our lives
that are not or are not primarily represented physically it points to invisible realms of the human existence both intellectually or knowledge based to
cultural and even ethical matters and to the social adhesives and cultural techniques that civilizations are being built on as intangible infrastructures
we regard them as fundamental for our well being and for a good quality of life this volume is a result of a two day conference held in december 2012
in salzburg austria which brought together researchers and practitioners from manifold scientific backgrounds including sociology philosophy social
geography economics urban studies political science history communication sciences and public communication the text draws a map of current
discourse on intangible infrastructures and provides strategies of strengthening intangible infrastructures
Handbook of Research on Open Source Software: Technological, Economic, and Social Perspectives 2007-04-30 how has agency or the
ability to define and act upon one s goals contributed to global long term economic development during the last 150 years this book asserts that
autonomous decision making and female agency in particular increases the potential of a society to generate economic growth and improve its
institutions inspired by amartya sen s capabilities approach and looking at this in comparison to contemporary economic theory the collection of
chapters tackles the issue of agency from the micro level of household and family formation and asks how this applies to gender at regional and state
level it brings to the fore new empirical data from across the globe to test the links between family systems female agency human capital formation
political institutions and economic development and puts these into broader historical context it will appeal to scholars researching social policy gender
studies economic history development studies and philosophy as well anyone with interests in the long term societal development of the world
economy and issues of global inequality
［新訳］大転換 2009-06-22 leading south asia expert bhumitra chakma explains the politics of regionalism in south asia and traces the origins and evolution
of the south asian association for regional cooperation saarc from its inception to the present day he takes an international relations perspective and



engages three major ir theoretical approaches neorealism institutionalism and constructivism to explain the complex dynamics of south asian
regionalism using comparative perspectives based on the experiences of similar regional organizations the author provides an in depth analysis of the
challenges of cooperation in the region and explores how progress might be made in the future
Finance Capitalism and Income Inequality in the Contemporary Global Economy 2023-02-15 the routledge companion to planning in the
global south offers an edited collection on planning in parts of the world which more often than not are unrecognised or unmarked in mainstream
planning texts in doing so its intention is not to fill a gap that leaves this mainstream unquestioned but to re theorise planning from a deep
understanding of place as well as a commitment to recognise the diverse modes of practice that come within it the chapters thus take the form not of
generalised universal analyses and prescriptions but instead are critical and located reflections in thinking about how to plan act and intervene in
highly complex city regional and national contexts chapter authors in this companion are not all planners or are planners of very different kinds and
this diversity ensures a rich variety of insights primarily based on cases to emphasise the complexity of the world in which planning is expected to
happen the book is divided into a framing introduction followed by five sections planning and the state economy and economic actors new drivers of
urban change landscapes of citizenship and planning pedagogy this volume will be of interest to all those wanting to explore the complexities of
planning practice and the need for new theories of knowledge from which to draw insight to face the challenges of the 21st century
Non-Stationary Stochastic Processes Estimation 2024-05-20
Economics and Politics of Energy in the Middle East and Eastern Europe 2021-05-06
Towards Sustainable Well-Being 2022-08-03
New Workplaces—Location Patterns, Urban Effects and Development Trajectories 2021-04-02
経済物理学入門 2000-12
Strengthening Intangible Infrastructures 2014-06-26
Agency, Gender and Economic Development in the World Economy 1850–2000 2017-07-14
South Asian Regionalism 2020-07-22
The Routledge Companion to Planning in the Global South 2017-09-11
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